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iThis column is an attempt to list all
those organisations, newsletters and net-
works which may be of interest to readers
oi Black Chip. If you know oi any other
new technology orientated groups who
should be included in this column please
let me know. I exchange copies of Black
Chip with everyone who exchanges copies
of their publication with me. What I
would like to hear is whether you would
like me to list a similar listing of
anarchist and related Journals, groups
etc, to add a political dimension to the
oaoer. This would be a alternating list.
II any oi the details are wrong, please
accept my apologies and tell me oi any
corrections fl! i

International

L--I L4eustralia : John Englart, , Dickson St.
hewtown 2042, Sydney, Australia

Canada : INPUT, (Initiative for the
Peaceiul Use of Technology), Box 24$,
Station 3, Dttawa. Canada, KIP SC4 (613-
23%-5é?S?

France : Libertarian Computer association
l.L.l.. cfo Dusanter. SP 427-16 TSTSS:
?&F1S, Cedex lb, France iThis sounds dait
""* 1" this a host ' '; -ss, or a telex.
or telephone numoer ....
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C.S.fl. : Computer Professionals ior
Social Responsibility, PU Box 717, Falo
alto, California 94301. (415-322—3T78l.

U.S.A. : North American Green Network,
Russell Braen (2Q2—2b5-0580)
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: Dverthrow / Y.l.P.I.S, PD Box
T " Street Station, New York, NY

-S33-5023)

w. . Processed world, SE,Sutter St.-
San Francisco, Caliiornia S4104
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archives for Fortean Research, Shoe-
ur - -n - I4 - - PI‘

BUY? H035. {SST ham, LDDGDR, co * u
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Communications Campaign, “ommuh1cat-
i = Unit. The Showroom. South Elect.
County Hall, London, SE1 (O1-S33-SSSSEL
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Community Computers UK, inter-Action
Trust, Royal Victoria Dock, London, E16
IBT (01-511-04l1f2)

Community Computing Network, cio Gable
Cottage, 5,West End, Great Broughton,
Cockermouth, Cumbria

Electronics for Peace (London orouol, c/o
Louis Barman, 89,Acre Road, Einoston -
upon Thames, Surrew. HTS $55

(National),
harshiield,
BJH (0225-

Electronics for Peace
Townsend House, Green Lane,
Chippenham, wiltshire, SNI4
891710)

Leeds Soft, PD Box B4, Leeds LS1 4HU.
(Also contact address ior Sheffield
Computers ior People).

\

Hagination Software, 47,Cli¥ton Road,
Elswick, Newcastle uoon Tyne, NE4 bXH.
(OSI-273—?3b2l

Hicrosyster, women's Computer Centre and
National women and Computing fietwora aid
Newsletter : all cfo Wesley House, 70.
Great Queen Street, London WC2. (61-430-
0555l PLEHSE MUTE THAT THESE QRE ALL
wowew aatr ‘

Radical Science Journal, 2o.Freeorove Rd,
London N7 SR9

' lScience for redo
Road, London, N5
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EDITORIAL : WHITHER pcncw CHIP . .

READERS MEETING. . . . . - -‘- - -
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.
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FAVOURITE MAGAZINE.

‘§F‘" PHOTOCOPIES TO SELL TO THEIR FRIENDS E
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The first "decision" to come out of the
meeting was a stated desire to expand
both the political range of the paper and
also the range of technologies covered.
It was felt that the issues being raised
were so important that the paper should
not confine itself to the anarchist move-
ment, although that milieu is where we
will remain being involved. Similarly it
was felt that other new technologies, in
particular, video, should be featured in
the paper, although articles will, of
necessity, reflect what is sent in and
what I feel happy with printing. Having
said which, if anyone sends in articles
they are almost certain to be printed,
subject to the usual constraints. In view
of this, the title will remain the same,
but the sub-title will be "a radical
journal of new technology".

I'd like to get the print run up to
500+, to do which l'll need to get more
money together. ficcording to one estimate
500 copies of a lo page magazine £04)
will cost £170.16, just to print. Sn top
of this there is the postage on a 20kg.
parcel. This does not take into account
any typesetting (optional), artwork,
collatingistapling/folding. So 500 copies
will cost a minimun of £200, which means
that each copy will need to return 40p on
every copy to break even. This is reduced
if we do 1000 copies of an issue, as the
printing cost is £257.56 (total £300 max)
where 40p a copy need only be returned on
750 copies to be viable financially. The
problems then reduce themselves to ll Can
the money for the initial print run be
raised (actually we’d need to raise for 2
issues, as the money wouldn’t come in
from sales of the first issue until the
second hits the shops (i.e. £5003) and 23
would it sell 800 copies or so every
other month, as I’d like to go bi-monthly
if possible. Other problems may include :
getting the paper typeset - comrades have
mentioned getting the paper set on a
daisywheel, and I'm sure the comrades at
Bread and Roses would love to typeset the
paper - but l'm afraid there's no money
for that as yet. it may however he to our

J-, ,. I - I - Padvantage to appear more professional if
we want sales to increase.

S5 DUPONT ROAD, LONDON SW20 BEH __
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ihere is another consideration, our
place in the market. At present there is
already the BSSRS "Science for People“
which covers a range of issues and has
the backing of an organisation (captive
sales). Their perspective tends towards
the use/abuse view of technology. In
contrast, there are the Labour Process
Marxists of “Radical Science Journal",
which again has been moving into the new
technology area. There seems little point
in trying to compete with these papers.
Certainly there used to be a market, as
the magazine Undercurrents, a liberatrian
technology periodical, had a respectable
print run for many years, but eventually
it went under finacially, as the market
seemed to disappear as alternative tech-
nology became either financially viable,
and therefore co-optable, or was totally
marginalised.

0n the other hand there are a large
number of existing computer-orientated
newsletters. For my money (literally) I
feel there is much to be gained by a
pooling of resources of the existing net-
work of newsletters. The problem would be
both financial and political. However
there already exists a large market for
anarchistffeministfpeacefgreenfcommunityf
etc newsletters which rather than print-
ing eachother‘s articles, could jointly
put together a well-produced magazine,
with ap editorial board covering this
wide range of interests. I have already
started to try and sound-out other
editors to see how they feel about the
idea. Certainly the need is there, but l
don't feel that I can singlehandedly pull
all the pieces together. in the meantime
l shall continue to produce Black Chip as
oest l can, out until I can raise £2-300
l don't think that it will be sold out-
side of the existing (but still expanding
network that is predominantly anarchist
in nature). Confused ? So am I, and I'll
probably change my mind again by the time
I do the next editorial 5!!  

One final point, as you can see l've
made the print larger so that vou can
actually read the paper.

SEND YOUR MONEY TO RICHARD ALEXANDER, ipichgrd Alexandef
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Firstly I would like to thank all the
people who participated in the .first
Black Chip readers’ meeting, to Pan. for
arranging the meeting, and the people at
121 Bookshop for having us. inevitably,
given the very wide range of interests
and experiences of those present, the

lmeeting was not totally coherent, which
imyl lack of chairing did nothing to
improve. Hy apologies to everyone who
went if it didn’t ouite live up to your
expectations. However the meeting did
result in many valauble contacts being
made, and from it I hope several import-
ant projects will evolve. I also got a
much clearer picture as to who you (the
readers) are and what you want from the
magazine. r

I'll briefly outline what each of the
projects might entail. Given that this is
written from memory and that there were
quite a few decisions taken in small
groups when the meeting petered-out, l
may be guilty of misrepresenting other
people's ideas. Anyway if you are ‘inter-
ested in co-operating in any of the
projects, please write to the relevant
project cfo Black Chip. also if you are
co-ordinating a project please let me
know so that l can pass on any offers of
help ll! _

ll "Computing for Beginners“ : Although
there is a possibility that Readers and
writers may be publishing a book with
this title, it was generally felt that a
non-patronising libertarian introduction
to computers (and other new technology 7)
would be most valuable. This would take
the form of a printed pamphlet, distrib-
uted‘ throughl movement bookshops. The
exact content has yet to be ' alised. So
if you want to help write, or want to
suggest topics to be covered, write to
the “Pamphlet Project“ cro Elack Chip.

-h [J I3

TH] I3‘ I---I 7'?‘ hough not discussed properly at the
meeting, l know that Pan is helping BAH
produce a pamphlet on the New Technology
at the workplace. l presume this will
cover health and safety. staffino levels,
overall economic and social effects, etc.
if you have anything that may be of help
on this project please send them to : '
cfo Black Chip or cfo 12? Bookshop, - T
Railton Road, London, SE24.

Q-vlv f--'11 0--[LI .unZ]

3) Following Jack s article in the last
Black Chip, there was a discussion on the
setting-up of an anarchist network. This
seems to be dependent on Jack getting his
equipment and the rest us getting our

‘modems (and computers, .V.s and phones).
However there seems little doubt that
such a network, especially one that was
linked with other radical networks could
prove alvaluable political tool. I think
that Jack is undertaking some research as
to the best/cheapest gear for comrades to
get, so that we can standardise suf¥ic-
iently to be able to talk to eachother.
with modems costing as little as £30.00
and computers for £100, there seems to be
an excellent propect oi this project
becoming a reality within the next year.
If you want to contact Jack regarding
this project, please write c/o Black Chip

"10

'4':

hi New Technology Conference/Workshop
Although there seemed to be a degree
agreement on holding some form of get-
together where comrades could get their
grubbies on some hardware and see how it
works, the details have yet to be worked-
out. However if you would like to help

U -4":on

organise the conierence or would like to
co-ordinate specific discussion sessions?
workshops, please come to the planning
meeting at 121 Bookshop laddress above),
on Saturday 7th December, 2.00pm. If you
cah’t make the meeting please send any
relevant contributions to Richard
Qlexander, cio Black Chip.

5? Comms : There was a lot of interest in
co-operating on various comms projects,
but l am not aware of the exact nature of
this project. l suggest those of you with
the relevant gear keep an eye on the
bulletin boards. T

bl Bibliography : There were several
pleas from comraoes ior accessible books
and other print media on a variety of newfi
technology subjetcs. l'd certainly be
pleased to collate any recommendations
that readers have for relevant titles. l
would also like to hear of titles to
avoid. Given the wide range of interests,
levels of xnowledge and experience shown
by participants at the readers meeting,
l'd like to hear of both “begihhers" and
more advanced titles. Both practical and

~

theoretical works are welcome. Contact_ :
Richard filexander cfo Black Chip.
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7) There was talk of D055ib1Y 5@tTi"Q'§P
some form of link between the already
existing networks leg hicrosyster, Peace
Net, Sreen Network, electronics for Feace
Community Computing Network, ourselves,
etc}. The exact form this might take was
not clarified (to be fair it coulon t oe,
as it can not be a unilateral decision by
a single group), but certainly co-operat-
ing makes a lot of sense. Areas were this
may prove valuable include an on-line net
work or a large circulation “radical
new technology" magazine, which could
reach out into the world oi both hobbyist
and professional computer people, where
there exists {so l’m led to believe) a
vast number of people who would be very
pleased to buy such a mag. Certainly
Black Chip is reaching a barrier, mainly
in the sense that l feel that 15C copies
of this is the limit as far as photocopy-
ing goes (although this could be expanded
if everyone did a few extra copies). l_ll
discuss this further in the editorial
“whither Black Chip ?". But ii anyone
from any of the others networks feels
_that the above idea is viable, then
please contact Richard Alexander, clo
Black Chip.

8) Video : filthough in some sense outside
. --_-H 3 ' -1'3 hi‘-tne original ambit o. this journa,, there

were several people at the meeting who
expressed an interest in video lie they
-were actively involved in itl. l m _not
sure whether anyone is actually contem-
plating an anarchist video project lisn
there one already somewhere ?l, out
you want to be put in touch please. Hflié
to the "Video Project" cio Black chip.

HII ~41.r'l'

es you can see there are a lot of
avenues that we can explore, and l’m sure
that other readers could add as mi"?
aoaih. Please feel free to use this paper
to contact people.

.1, _

Richard elexahder
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The Department of Health and Social
Security has asked ICL to tender for a
contract for supplying mainframes for a
computerisation scheme for local offices
dealing with supplementary and sickness
benefits. The deal is expected to be
worth £b0,000,000 over 10 years.

The DHSS already has two large-scale
sytems, using ICL 2900 series mainframes,
one for unemployment benefit, based in
Reading and Livingstone; the other for,
pensions and child benefit, based in New-
castle. At present local offices operate
entirely manually which means they are
very labour intensive.

The new system will be based on Series
39 Level 80 twin processors (formerly
known as Estriell, which are the largest
machines that ICL produces. .

The planned system is based around,
what Norman Fowler calls the "whole_ -
person concept". This entails everything
to do with one person's various benefits
being dealt with at a single by the same
official. fine of the prime purposes pt
this plan is to cut-out "irauflulefli
claims that people could make using diff-
ereht offices. Another target is staffing
levels, which are a considerable DF0PPFt’
ion of DHSS costs. ln the _snort term
there will, of course, be an increase. o.
staff, 150 being heeded for the develop-
ment centre alone. If anyone is interest-
ed, l’d recommend that readers bone up on
their Cobol and Fortran, as these are the
standard programming languages that ICL 5
VHE operating system runs.

For increased "security" it is expected
that plastic cards will be introduced. It
is also expected that the national insur-
ance number will be used as a unigue
identifier for claimants. This identifier
seems to contradict the Lindop committee
recommendation against allowing such an
identifier being introduced because of
the possibilities it offers of inter-
linking computer systems and consequent
loss of privacy. Doubtless the BHSS will
be well aware oi this, and go ahead 8"?“
way, as this system will bring "Big
Brother” another, large, step closer-

Crioinal article written by Rory Johnston

Source : Computer Talk 23/9fB5
5 1.
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Strategic computing
The Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) was formed in the late 1950s to promote
basic research. Indeed, DARPA's Information Processing
Techniques Office, headed by distinguished computer scien-
tists, has established itselfas the principle government spon-
sor of computer research at universities and industrial
laboratories. Much of this research has been generic in
nature—applicable to a large variety of military and non-
military problems. But in October 1983, DARPA launched
a new “Strategic Computing Plan" with the express purpose
offocusing research on specific military applications. Be-
cause of the broad influence that DARPA exercises on the
direction of computer research in this country, such a pro-
nounced shift of purpose deserves public scrutiny. The
authors contend that the Strategic Computing Plan is dan-
gerously misleading, because it blurs the distinction be-
tween straightforward progress in computer science and
mere wishful thinking. The plan's suggestion that ‘hrtificial
intelligence” will enable strategic nuclear weapons to'be
handled almost entirely by computer illustrates the serious
consequences that could result if policy makers begin to
depend upon technological fantasy.

by Severo M. Ornstein, Brian C. Smith and
Lucy A. Suchman

IN THE 19405, atomic physics was about 2.5 years old.
Building on the discoveries of the new field, scientists

were able to produce a weapon more powerful than had
ever before been conceived. In the 1980s computer science
.-which also happens to be about ZS years old-has be-
come the critical field underlying modern weapon systems.
This is not yet widely recognized. When we think of nuclear
weapons, we tend to envision the warheads and the explo-
sions; forgetting about the complex computer technology
that supports the decision to fire the missiles and directs
them to their targets. Computer systems are by now used
throughout the military, for early warning, communica-
tions, weapons guidance and in the simulations with which
targets are selected and battles planned.

DARPA’s Strategic Computing Plan aims to develop a new
generation of computing technology for military applica-
tions. The plan initiates a five-year, S600 million program,
and there is good reason to believe that this is just the begin-
ning. The proposal contains plans for developing an under-
lying technology base of new hardware and software. The
hardware emphasis will be on microelectronics and mt~.lr.i-S
Severo M. Ornstein is a computer scientist and chairman of Com-
puter Professionals for Social Responsibility, based in Palo Alto,
California. Brian C. Smith, who teaches computer science and
philosophy at Stanford University, and Lucy A. Suchman, an an-
thropologist, are members of the research staff at the Xerox Palo
Alto Research Center.
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_ Paul Valrrry, West Germany

processor architectures, from which the Agency hopes to
obtain at least a thousand-fold increase in net computing
power. The software component focuses on artificial intel-
ligence- particularly on what is known as expert systems-
to provide machines with “human-like, intelligent capabili-
ties” including natural language understanding, vision,
speech and various kinds of automated reasoning.‘

On top of this technology base, three specific military
applications are to be developed. For the Army, the-plan
proposes a class of “autonomous vehicles,” able not only
to move around independently, but also to “sense and inter-
pret their environment, plan and reason using sensed and
other data, initiate actions to be taken, and communicate
with humans or other systems.” For the Air Force, the sugges-
tion is a “piiot’s associate” to aid aircraft operators who are
“regularly overwhelmed by the quantity of incoming data
and communications on which they must base life or death
decisions,” in tasks ranging from the routine to those that
are “difficult or impossible for the operator altogether” and
require the “ability to accept high-level goal statements or
task descriptions." Finally, the Navy is offered a “battle
management system,” “capable of comprehending uncertain

"'1
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data to produce forecasts of likely events, drawing on pre-
vious human and machine experience to generate potential
courses of action, evaluating these options. and explaining
the supporting rationale.” These three applications are in-
tended to illustrate the power of the technology; we are also
asked to imagine “completely autonomous land, sea, and
air vehicles capable of complex, far-ranging reconnaissance
and attack missions.” '

Two facts stand out:
° The Strategic Computing Plan proposes the use of arti-

ficial intelligence technology in military systems in order
to provide a radically new kind of flexibilityand adaptive-
ne!'s. Referring repeatedly to the increasing speed and un-
predictability of modern warfare, the plan promises that
computing technology can be developed capable of adapt-
ing to “unanticipated enemy behavior in the field.” This
will require “a new generation of military systems" that
could “fundamentally change the nature of future conflicts.”
The change involves both increasing the amount of compu-
tation and enlarging its role to include automation of mili-
tary decision-making. _
' There ari: specific proposals about how to direct com-

puter science research. Rather than letting researchers follow
their own course, the plan aims to focus them on military
objectives. Various mechanisms are suggested to do this,
such as a close coupling of fundable research goals and mili-
tary needs, adherence to strict development timetables and
the selection of specific development projects intended to
“pull the technology-generation process.” (The Army, Navy
and Air Force projects cited above are the first examples.)

ln assessing the Strategic Computing Plan, our concern
is notwith the underlying technology base or withmilitary
projects as such. Nor do we question the power of artificial
intelligence as a new and important technology. Our con-
cern is that increased reliance on artificial intelligence and
automated decision-making in critical military situations,
rather than bringing greater security, leads in an extremely
dangerous direction. Specifically, the plan creates a false
sense of security in the minds of both poliqr-makers. and
the public. Like all computer systems artificial intelligence
systems may act inappropriately in unanticipated situations.
Because of this fundamental limit on their reliability, we
argue against using them for decision-making in situations
of potentially devastating consequence.

Automation and uncertainty
Modern warfare is marked by three interacting trends:

increasingly powerful weapons; more separation, in both
time and space, between planning and execution; and a
faster and faster pace. The first means that the consequen-
ces of our actions, intended or unintended, can be greater
than ever before. The second means that we rely on increas-
ingly large, complex and indirect systems for command,
control and oommunication. The third means that any mis-
calculation can quickly lead to massive ramifications which
are difficult, perhaps impossible, to control. It is easy to
see the dangerous potential of the three in combination.

They are all the direct product of technological develop-
ments in offensive and defensive weapons systems. And they
have brought us to the situation that we live with now: twd
nations confronting each other with forces that, if uh“
leashed, would destroy both in less than an hour.

This danger is recognized on all sides; people differ onlfil
in what they think we can or should do about it. But if

U-L

»anything is universally accepted, it is that the current state?‘
is precarious. And into this situation the Strategic Comput-
ing Plan proposes to introduce artificial intelligence as 2-
new ingredient: ,

- I
4

lmprovements in the speed and range of weapons have
increased the rate at which battles unfold, resulting in
a proliferation of computers to aid in information flow
and decision making at all levels of military organiza-
tion. . . . A countervailing effect on this trend is the
rapidly decreasing predictability of military situations.
which makes computers with inflexible logic of limited

' value. . . . Confronted with such situations. leaders and
. planners will . . . be forced to rely solely on their people

to respond in unpredictable situations. Revolutionary” im-
provements in computing technology are required to pro-

- vide more capable machine assistance in such unantici-
pated combat situations. . . . Improvements can result
only if future computers can provide anew quantum
level of functional capabilities.

What this means in plain English is: Faster battles push
us to rely more on computers, but current computers cannot
handle the increased uncertainty and complexity. This
means that we have to rely on people. Bu: without computer
assistance, people can’t cope with the complexity and un-
predictability, either. So we need new, more powerful com-
puter systems.

In observing that increased uncertainty and confusion
are critical problems of modern warfare, the Strategic Com-
puting Plan accepts the situation as inevitable, embracing
artificial intelligence and automatic decision-making as a
means of coping with it. The decisions to be automated,
furthermore, are_ not minor; the Plan makes clear that
reliance on automatic systems is meant to include the con-
trol of strategic weapons. For example: '

Commanders remain particularly concerned about the
role that autonomous systems would play during the
transition from peace to hostilities when rules of engage-
ment may be altered quickly. An extremely stressing ex-
ample of such a case is the projected defense against stra-
tegic nuclear missiles, where systems must react so rapid-
ly that it is likely that almost complete reliance will have
to be placed on automated systems. At the same time,
the complexity and unpredictability of factors affecting
decisions will be very great.

q

The Plan offers no argument to warrant this reliance on
automatic decision-making. Although computers have con-
tributed to more effemzive weapon systems and will continue

_ to do so, it doesn't follow that we an automate the complex
 



processes of assessment and judgment. There is a long and
still unresolved debate within the computer profession
about what we should expect of artificial intelligence. But
there is agreement that it is still in its infancy. The first sys-
tems based on the technology are just beginning to be used,
in highly controlled and circumstances. But the
problem isn't just one of immaturity. Rather, it is that the
Plan expects reliable decision-making in circumstances
where there may simply be no way to achieve it, with com-
puters or with people. ,

The limits of reliability " _
Any computer system, however complex, and whether or

not it incorporates artificial intelligence, is limited in the
scope of its actions and in the range of situations to which
it can respond appropriately. This limitation is fundamental
and leads to a very important kind of failure in reliability-
beyond the obvious troubles of transistors shorting out or
systems breaking down. Those failures are serious enough
in and of themselves, but there is a much more intractable
kind of failure, having to do with limitations of design.
Computers are maddeningly literal-minded; they do exactly
what we program them to do. Unfortunately, except in
trivial cases, we cannot anticipate all the circumstances they
will encounter. The result is that, in unexpected situations,
computers will carry out our original instructions, but may
utterly fail to do what we intended them to do. p

The ballistic missile warning systems of the United States
(and presumably those of the Soviet Union) regularly give
false alarms of incoming attacks.‘ Although most of these
alerts are handled routinely, on a number of occasions they
have triggered the early stages of ai full-scale reaction. These
false alerts stem from causes as varied as natural events,
in one case a moonrise, in another a flock of geese; failures
in the underlying hardware, such as a faulty integrated cir-
cuit chip that started sputtering numbers into a message
about how many missiles were coming over the horizon;
and human errors, such as when an operator mounted a
training tape onto the wrong tape drive, thereby causing
the system to react seriously to what was intended to be
a simulation. The primary insurance against accidents re-
sulting from this kind of failure has been the involvement
of people with judgment and common sense. So far, there
has always been enough time for them to intervene and pre-
vent an irretrievable, and perfectly real, “counterattack.”

Despite these lessons, the Strategic Computing Plan pro-
motes the view that the human element in critical decision-
making could be largely, if not totally, replaced by machines.
This would require that computers embody not only “ex-
pert knowledge” but also common sense and practical rea-
soning. Such capabilities, however, are beyond the state: cf
the art. Expert systems are so called because they capture
some of the specialized knowledge that an expert has ac-
quired—not because they surpass the abilities of the rest
of us generally. Despite much work, there hasn’t been much
progress in automating plain old common sense.

What distinguishes common-sense reasoning is the ability

to draw on an enormous background of experience in the
most unpredictable ways. In directing a friend to your
house, for example, you don’t have to give. instructions
about all the possible things that might happen along the
way: fallen trees, accidents, flat tires. Similarly, if you were
to say “The city council didn't give the demonstrators a per-
mit because they feared violence,” you would expect your
audience to know “they” refers to the councillors, not to
the demonstrators. The point is that a vast range of knowl-
edge and experience may be relevant; we never knowfwhat
we’ll need, or when we'll need it. Nor do we usually even
notice that we are using this background knowledge. These
facts undermine any attempt to codify common sense and
practical reasoning. Currentiexpert systems don’t have the
common sense of even a small child.

In terms of their fiindamental limitations, artificial intel-
ligence systems are no different from other computer sys-
tems. Computers carry out, with lighming speed and un-
paralleled accuracy, rules that a human programmer has
coded in advance. It is the job of programmers and system
designers to try to anticipate the range of situations that
a computer system will encounter, and to provide recipes
for all the possible actions that it should take in those situ-
ations. This planning is designed so that the computer can
recognize the particular situation that does in fact arise and
select an appropriate response. Because of its great speed,
the‘ computer will typically be able to select a response very
rapidly.

This all sounds very promising. Designers plan carefully
so that the computer can respond instantly when it mat-
ters most. And it often works very well, as in the case of
the computers that control the phone system, help to land
aircraft and provide missile guidance. But the behavior of
the system depends entirely on the structure of.the pro-
gram-on how it is put together. Classical computer sys-
tems not only have rigidly pre-specified rules, but put them
together in brittle and inflexible ways. What distinguishes
artificial intelligence and expert systems, and gives them
the “flexibility” so touted by the Strategic Computing
Plan, is that they facilitate more productive interaction of
the rules. But they continue to rely on the programmer’s
ability to state the rules in advance. And to do so, the pro-
grammer. must first develop a conceptual structure appro-
priate to a given problem area.

The rules on which all computer systems are based, in
other words, treat the world as if it were built from a stock
of pre-defined building blocks, assembled in carefully pre-
scribed ways. Artificial intelligence systems are particularly
good at dealing with very complex configurations of these
building blocks, often better than more traditional compu-
i.-er programs. But they are ill-equipped to respond appro-
priately to new kinds of blocks. They work best in areas
that are well understood, highly constrained, predictable
and easily controlled. i

ln more complex environments, unanticipated events are
liable to trigger anomalous reactions. That is why the radar
reflections off the rising moon fooled the North American
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Air Defense system; moons were not among the pre-defined
building blocks. The system had no way to say “Oh, yes,
I forgot about the moon,” because it had no common sense
to underlie its set of domain-specific rules. Even worse,
computer systems don’t “know” that they are encountering
an event outside the scope of the assumptions on which
they were built; they merely sort every event into the pre-
specified set of categories. Not only was the moonrise not
recognized as such; it was mistaken for something quite
different.

All complex systems, including artificial intelligence sys-,
tems, have to evolve for a substantial period before they
are reliable enough to be used. Any first version will inva-
riably contain flaws, some of which will obvious as soon
as,_5he system is installed. Other more subtle problems will
surface only after it has been used for some time in a wide
variety of situations. During this evolution, the system
makes many, often serious, errors, some of-which require
substantial modifications to correct. These enors, further-
more, may interact; the “fix” to one problem will often
introduce another, more subtle problem. In this process,
perfection is never achieved; the best one can hope for is
to reduce to an acceptable level the tare at which new flaws
reveal themselves. The system will then be described as “re-
liable” and may lead us to a sense of security. Even in the
most reliable systems, however, residual flaws, although im-
probable, may still surface with dramatic effects.

The 1965 Northeast power failure demonstrates how a
large system containing hidden design flaws can run trouble-
free for years and suddenly collapse under unexpected cir-
cumstances. ln that case the problem stemmed from :-:i.:~.ul-
taneous lightning strikes affecting separate parts of the sys-
tem. By desigi, the system tried in each case to absorb the
load elsewhere, causing a series of further overloads that
eventually interacted to bring down the whole Northeast
power grid. On October 27, 1980, a similar problem in
the nationwide computer communications network known
as the ARPANET brought all communication to an abrupt
halt.‘ While they usually have less dramatic consequences,
such problems arise in all computer systems.

Computer systems that achieve a sufficient level of relia-
bility to be used in real applications do so because they have
been heavily tested beforehand in the laboratory. After be-
ing installed in their particular domain, they are observed,
extended and corrected to meet real-world conditions. No
amount of simulation can replace the testing that comes
from embedding the system in the actual environment for
which it was designed. The reason is straightforward: simu-
lated tests exercise exactly those circumstances that the
desigiers expect the system to encounter. It is the designers,
after all, who build the simulators, based on the s..-=.me
understanding of the problem area used to build the system
in the first place. But all experience with complex systems
indicates that it is the circumstances we fail to anticipate
that cause the serious problems.

One obvious solution is to provide ways for human ope-
rators to intervene and override the default system behavior.

But this too is a problem; we just don’t know yet how to
build large systems with enough human interactions to
make tlie combination reliable. Given a person capable of
perfectly adequate performance in a domain without ma-
chine assistance, and a supporting machine capable of ade-
quite performance on its own, the performance of the com-
bined “system” is often quite“ poor because of problems in
the interaction. Three Mile Island is perhapslthe best known
example.

Finally, when a computer system is intended for use
under crisis conditions, all of the standard problems are
likely to be highly aggravated. The behavior of any system -
is onlyvas predictable as the behavior of the people and
technology that make it up. Yet human behavior. in situa-
tions of fear and confusion-such as war-is notoriously
unpredictable. Systems designed for use in a crisis should
be thoroughly tested before one begins to rely on them. Yet
there is no way that niilitary systems—especially nuclear

f.systems-can be fully tested in advance; not can crisis con-
ditions ever be fully simulated. As the Strategic Computing
Program points out, it is the unpredictability of war that
poses the gravest threat. _

~ The myth of technological solutions
If the uncertainty of battle is so serious, and if computer

systems are so unreliable, why should the Computing Plan
propose computer technology as a solution? The easiest
explanation seems to_ be a version of “If we can do it, we
should do it.” If there is some possibility that we can build
new military systems, especially powerful new computing
systems, we must try to do so. .

There are also more subtle answers. Sophisticated artifi-
cial intelligence systems are scientifically intriguing; the_<-"
enable us to explore areas of human capability in which
we have enormous interest, including those areas that are
relevant to coping with uncertainty. The hope that these
systetns could cope with -uncertainty is understandable,
since there is no doubt that they are more flexible than tradi-
tional computer systems. Understandable, but wrong, be-
cause in the end the increased flexibility is limited by the
same inexorable facts that limit all computer systems.

Over the years, the lure of artificial intelligence has led
to a growing appetite for research funding. The appetite,
in tum, has led the professional community to make prom-
ises, many of which have turned out to be more difficult
to fulfill than was antidpated. For. example, it was widely
believed in the 19505 that we would soon have fully automa-
tic machine translation, an accomplishment that still eludes
us. These unfulfilled promises are frequently a combination
of ordinary naivete, unwarranted optimism and a common
if regrettable tendency to exaggerate in scientific proposals.
Shortcomings are often masked by subtle semantic shifts.
When we fail to instill “reasoning” or “understanding” in
our machines, we tend to adjust the meaning of these terms
to describe what we have in fact accomplished. In the pre-
cess, we obscure the real meaning of our claims for artificial
intelligence.
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When these claims are taken literally, without appropriate
qualification, they give rise to unrealistic confidence in the
power of the technology. Policy-makers, even those close
to the profession, are not immune to such misconceptions.
Witness the following discussion of Defense Department
research on space-based weapon systems, as reported in the
Los Angeles Times on April Z6, 1984: .

The fireworks began when a panel that included Robert
S. Cooper, director of the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, George Keyworth, Reagan's science ad-
viser, and Lt. Gen. james A. Abrahamson, director of
the Strategic Defense Initiative, acknowledged that a
space-based laser system designed to cripple Soviet long-
range missiles in their ‘boost’ phase would have to be
triggered on extraordinarily short notice.

To strike the boosters before they deployed their war-
heads in space would require action so fast that it might
preclude a decision being made in the White House— ~.

' and might even necessitate a decision by computer, the
panel said.

At that, Sen. Paul E. Tsongas (D-Mass.) exploded:
‘Perhaps we should run R2-D2 for President in the 19905.
At least he'd be on line all the time.’

‘Has anyone told the President that he's out of the deci-
sion-making process?’ Tsongas demanded.

‘I certainly haven't,’ Keyworth said.
Sen. Joseph R. Biden, jr. (D-Del.) pressed the issue

over whether an error might provoke the Soviets to
launch a real attack. ‘Let's assume the President himself
were to make a mistake. . . .' he said.

‘Why?’ interrupted Cooper. ‘We might have the tech-
nology so he couldn't make a mistake.’ V

‘OK,’ said Biden. ‘You've convinced me. You've con-
vinced me that I don't want you running this program.’

Cooper's final comment betrays a belief that computers
are competent to take over critical decisions and might cor-
rect deficiencies in human judgment as well. As the discus-
sion shows, common sense suggests that these claims are
implausible. lt might have been that common sense was
wrong- that the underlying science had advanced beyond
the layperson’s expectations. But we believe that the skep-
ticism is in fact'well founded.

To cope with problems of complexity and speed in mod-
ern warfare, the Strategic Computing Plan proposes a quan-
tum leap in computer technology, comparable to the advent
of nuclear weapons technology in the 1940s. Ironically, the
problems arise in part from the very technology that is pro-
posed as a solution. Past attempts to achieve military supe-
riority by developing new technology, rather than increasing
our security, have brought us to the present untenable situa-
tion. The push to develop so-called “intelligent” weapon:
as a way out of that situation is another futile attempt to
nnd a technological solution for what is, and will remain,
a profoundly human political problem. Cl t

opment and Application to Critical Problems in Defense,” Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency (Oct. 28, 1983).

2. Electronic News (March 19, 1984), p. 13.
3. See, for example, the Hart-Goldwater report to the Committee on

Armed Services of the U.S. Senate: “Recent False Alerts from the Nation's
Missile Attack Waming System” (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Government Print-
ms Office, Oct. 9, 1980); Physicians for Social Responsibility, Newsletter,
“Accidental Nuclear War, (Winter 1982), p. L

4. Eric Rosen describes this event in ACM SIGSOFT, “Software En-
gineering Notes,” 6, no. 1 (Jan. 1981).
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Since the article above was written,
there have been some interesting develop-
ments reported in the computer press.

Apart from the political and military
arguments, between those who argue that
the "Star Hats“ system will benefit every
one because it will make nuclear weapons
obsolete (but 'waren't nuclear weapons
supposed to make wars impossible ?) and
those who argue that the system is inher-
ently destabilising and more likely to
lead to nuclear war, there has also been
a lively debate between those computer
specialists who say it is impossible to
actually create the necessary software to
run the massive computerised network with
any degree of success {and it would have
to be 1002 to be affective}.

David Parnas has resigned from the
Strategic Defence initiative panel on
computing support in battle management,
and is non engaged in a public campaign
against SDI. '

Also in the States a section of the
University research establishment is
attempting to organise a boycott of SDI‘
research. A major success for the boycott
has been the vow by an overwhelming
majority of the faculty at the University
of llliniois, considered to be one of
the most prestigious physics osoartmsnts
in the country not to undertake SDI
research. Similar actions are being
organised in other universities. Doubt-
lsss our great leader would be only too
pleased to oiier the facilities of
British universities to do the dirty wort
so all comrades in educational establish-
ments are invited to try and organise a
boycott in this country too.

1. Unless otherwise noted, quotations are from Strategic Computing. _-. DMD i 1 at; _f ,,_ mu V A F i mu: ,___ our ,. ,, :_
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(Lifted. with corrections and'additi0ns.'fr0m
The L.A. Titus News Service:) i’-, .

LA JOLLA, Calif.—On April _24,.‘_t.he1
same day; 2.000 University of California-
San Diego students marched (.011 campus‘ in F
protest ofthe April I6 arrest of lS__9,_UC-
Berkeley students, an international group, Qfjfi
greens entered the anti-apartheid frail; malt-*
ing theft computes net. available, to linked‘
students here at the UCSD with tcarnpus-fr,
protesters across the country, Sp3WI1lflg_"§é‘i‘,"

Q.

vast‘, new level op coordination for, the"?
rnovernant‘ _ .

What the network" offered; like, Coni-
puServe or any commercial computet%r§-
vice, was to allow any subscriber to sigr'i:Qp_
and exchange messages‘ and in,formatiorfi§§;_. .

. “We use it mostly for tactical" coordlnafiw
lion,” phlark,Phillips, 27, a UCSD!‘
bookstore?“ “employee, and one 1; ‘of '* i’
organizers hurling the protest in Jqllaiir
Phillips’ job kt;-“outreach” to othcfi
buses. h¢!1°¢ bis: P°Si"°"= °°"?P"l<‘-elf-.
troller.» I as s

“lt's‘ ailvery creat_ivc.. use of
technology,” mid Phillips, who_,isn't aistu-Y
dent but rather a salesman at the Ground-J
work~ Bookstore,»-. which specializes i ,in»'
underground literature. “One advantage, it
gives us is irritant communication. 1 '_  

“We don"t have; to wait two days to find  
out what the oppositiori is doing. we also
share lots of advice.”  

When stuhnts at the University of
Florida were getting their movement under;
way, they used the inctvvorkfl, toask _whai
could be done, if anything, lto affect.-—-some,
would say disrupt-graduation cerernonies.*:

Students zu the University of Califomia
-Santa Cruz replied immediately,“ Phillips
said. Anyone using the system can,sce'what’
one school to another simultaneously. ,-

The advice from Santa Cruz to Florida:
March in wfli a coffin,_“the most: fitting
symbol of apatheid,” Phillips said. Gradua-
tion exercises in Gainesville,,Fla., featureg
students in'iarching'in with a coffinl ‘

- Generafig, Escalating Protests .
Phillips sees nothing wrong with using

the network as a vehicle of civil disobe-
dience. “..The Pentagon has access to‘ the
same technology,” he said, “and you can bet
their intentions aren‘t noble. Not at all.“ '-

“To my knowledge, ifs the first time in
history that a protest movement such as
ours has all hd access to the same informa-
tion," Phillips said. “l don't see that as bad.
Law enforcmcnt agencies have always had
access to the same stuff. Why shouldn't
we?" ' i ’ .

Via the network, campus protesters have
been considering renting satellite time to
carry their views in a live TV broadcast that
might offer, in Phillips’ words, “the most
devastating wtement of all."

“Let's face he said “TV has that kind
of impact.” i
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Sitting in does ftoo, he said, especially if
orchestrated at more than one campus’at_
more than one state. The network gave
UCSD the tip that 50 students sitting in
eachpnight would be more manageable and
just as cffcctive,_ Phillips said, a§ 250.? The
tip came; via af ‘bulletin board‘ message
bank which is another feature of GreenNct.
from Santa Cruz.-g, v:~;:: if_ 7,. _;_ _ ,_, _. _ __..‘ .- I

- “They suggested we r,oiate.@_;,l1e tiumbcr.”;.§
Phillips said, ipcople_._wouldri_'t get bored
or tiged :out,;‘,_,a;nd"byetybody could get their
homework dope. one the‘ problems of the
'60's?,_,was burnout. People missed classes,
nevefgoit a and losf their effect.”

So .j_fa r, _ . administration . has
takcll quiet appppach to. ills, Piotpst and to S
‘thg],pq‘,iw0rk-,. P§illim,.,,§‘sai§ WE‘ lactic’ of; ,
Chanc§llof,Richatd C. Al.l(lI'lS0l'l seemed to
be -is ,bore"‘us  tdiiflcath.” :'

Phillips said miniasraFas"hei<né‘sv_;:“i1ard>l-
lyi *a’nyan¢,"-- connected.-..’wami  mt-=1, schoolff
'<"°Y'$ lhal vnivérsirr.¢vmvi\f?ft»are Most of the time he said -P ea stul'-1‘

- ~ _- . "- .3 '1-:*"=:;r ’ v ‘ta 7dent's home computer )8
Phillips said that UCSD students heard of

the}, network fromgstudentsat Santa Cruz,-
who gaye them the names and number of-S
the Wisconsin; Greens at’ their “office” atA _.

the State Capitol Bldg.-_in' Madison.,:;-.;:,3 .,.-.-0
 S out of 9 Universityjof California,

buses use the nerW0rk-."*i"- . ,_;
. On) a number of. quieter campuses,"
developments followed closely the pattern
in Gainesville, with activists _first getting
linked upto the computer net, then getting
into the action as they learned hourly of
events in Berkeley, Madison, etc. In Iowa,
for instance, campus activists had just sus-
tained a defeat (see pg. 1, OVERTHROW,
Vol. 7, #1) in elections for the student"
government. Contact via Green1\_Iet with
the national wave of student strikes, etc.,
turned their entire situation around, and the
the U. of Iowa activists were soon leading
the'stud€nt body out on strike}

At Northwestern University, in Illinois,"
where nothing much "was happening till
they got on-line,-a May 9 rally ended with a
sit-in of administrative offices and the arrest
of 91.» students. 200 others then blocked
police buses taking them away’..._l,;_,._,.,j, -jg jg j

 is On Line- with Minoan wt ‘
The University of Wisconsin at Madison

—long la bastion of campus protest-is
unofficially the network headquarters for
the (moment. Contactcd for purposes of"an
anonymous interview, Madison agreed to
share‘ one or_ two anecdotes via the
network’s conferencing mode.” - i s-  
. Less than a day after Madison Greens led
an anti-apartheid» takeover of the-
Govcrnor’s office‘ at the State Capitol
Building (accepting and occupying an anti-
apartheid officeoff the rotunda in return
for letting the Gov. have his desk back),
they learned of the Berkeley Anti-Apartheid
Coalition's frustrated attempts to do a pirate
anti-apartheid conference via the big com-
puter thc Defense Dept. furnishes all the
universities. Why not have all the campuses
use the Green Network account on the
Delphi Service, which already had all the
bottlenecks taken out? ‘ . A . e

Once on-line,’ GreenNct took the entire
campus anti-apartheid movement to a
higher level, because they could learn
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°‘{¢l’Yll'Iing everybody s else was doing
without having to wait several‘ days or a
week to get a censoredversion in the Media.

Nextthey got all the“campbses'around“
the country _- on-line‘ with‘; the the’ African
National Council (ANCI. It wt-. Madison
Grcens who phoned;-tph‘ef_ ANC in Manhat-
tan. Would they likerobe iinkodup diioctlyi
btiwmP" virfi“"‘alI’around the‘, (country?  ;ANCfwanfod to“
knowp if anyone in ‘Manhatian”':could"6omé‘:‘ i
°‘.°.'*"‘l<1="1°'!§lrflI¢. n=-oops:-iv»-1 at .their  U .N.fl
j
strikers alt,‘ Co|u"riibia",ff v.-on
schools j ‘in’ California ‘sari had
ad°P*=fl-sv=nva! °vmihiué¢%¢ii5¢T'fstruth:r¢; ;ai°l.v
ml" .ll‘9.aFillY.‘i"""¢"5h1'5ifv1h¢ JYwth Aaamu War“&:Féséismj"‘vouian'¢"t
“r==<=<>sniz=“- the Grc¢nNei.f’?- sThat is‘-§vhy* the
the threat lioriaontal 1
‘° mm’:
elpure ranuzapartheid movemengf  without-rs.-

: - ‘* -'+' -. - '.Q='~_.w-'~ - .. ,_ .r.',.,;1,= . < ns:--as a r
.- __ __p_eriment.in kind of:G'rcenNet P3I'llClp3.. .

"P" W‘? may ¢XP=.%¢t in o¢h1=.t.’  
 T""$-lb° Fstminal first bi  was _from' any office dowini on’ Nc\ii,.York's“‘E,-"
Lower_East.,sia¢, set up by the G;-eennat is
relay ‘mfofrmation, to‘ HaMmburg";,.;_so F-"so-0; cw.
81°". tbs ANC;
lengthy document; but, liy flit?
understood that the networltg *,.
andpthey spent it ainsvvering ff

b

from Ops campus group
Madison, meanwhile, -

the bureaucratic airs of ~-
“nauonal office.” In the neW*"post-gang-al. Y
committeemode, every terminal lg
the “national office.”1-Madison’s_ stamsas
Groenblct HQ is subjclct to sudden,_change;-‘

5

depending on who» holds’ the “giver;-j§a¢a*
count, which must be used initiallylidgaoogss
they network by studcpt§ in amen‘ every
statc.,ThougIp1 the system, operates at the
rather low cost of $6-an-',l1ou,rg per terniinal,=<
it's been rough saddling one *aee<>um with
the on-line expenses of schools oh different "

' ' —_-.~_ ‘!.:..»',_| '- ,
‘ r - __' ' ,» r _ ., __ _._' r _ -g-‘_.-/~;-—_ _

 \ , :- ~ c ‘ ':=r:q.t"4+'i~.J ‘H (:4. |_. ’

.. (FOP about _8,_d3Y ill. M§Yi‘:.(§lf6fcnNetl was
cut off due to the ens-e;f5r‘1r Berkeley"
hacker named; Alan, who got‘ the"network
passwords by hanging around‘ the Berkeley
Anti-Apartheid Coalition. Lateione night,
Madison discovered Alan on line, using the
GreenN_et ID. The Sys-Op dropped down to
modify his ‘user ID only" to find Alan,
seconds ahead of him, changing the
passwords so he could have the GreenNet's
capabilities all to himself. Screw the Anti-
Aparthcid Movement, in other words.

To dump Alan, Madison ‘had to have the
account shutdown and turned back on
again. ~ P , . ' "  :

Meanwhile, GrcenNet has been frank
about asking for outright donations to fund
this "service to the Anti-Apartheid move-
mepjlgs well as encouraging new terminals

their own .way (a $30 one-time
chargé-Yto get on, via the Delphi ‘Service,
I-800-544-4005), they're asking that those I
who-‘ understand the strategic impact of
computer conferencing against Apartheid
to make their checks or money orders
payable -to Delphi System t (General
Vidcotext Corporation), clo the J; Entwistle

1
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(I'm in contact with John cnglart in
Sydney, Australia who  works in an
anarchist bookshop. This" part of his
letter discusses some important practical
problems relating to computer use in
collectives) _

I'm mainly using my computer (Commodore
64) to help administer the bookshop. Host
of my time so far has been (taken-up) in
developing mail order and distribution
catalogues, and an address programme for
mail-outs. I am limited by the collective
in what I can use the computer for. I can
only use it to administer the jobs I've
been delegated with. For example, I can't
computerise any of the manual paper work
systems, like accounts, which the coll-
ective relies on. '

Part of the reason for this situation,
is that all jobs are periodically rotated
so that all collective members ultimately
do all jobs - an attempt to share power
and knowledge. Some members in the coll-
ective fear using “high technology" (even
calculators in one casel and some have an
ideological position against using “high
technology". Therefore computerising the
accounting systems "was never possible
because of ideological differences, and
the way we have structured the bookshop
collective.

_There is a danger in one person using a
computer to assist in delegated tasks.
Because it provides an efficient inform-
ation base which builds up progressively
over a period of time, it means I will
have easier access to more areas of know-
ledge of the bookshop office systems.
This easy access to information can give
me more power in the collective.

while l am the sole user of a computer
in the collective this danger will remain
despite my efforts to share information
it can provide. This is my dilemma at the
moment. Continued use of the computer by
one person in a structured collective
situation will result in an inbalance of
Power within the collective.

lfilS danger is not very great at the
moment, and would take a couple of job
rotations and further application of the
computer before it became a large danger
to the collective. but i see the
potential is there for creating an un-
eoual power relationship within the coll-
ective. q

EEI F?! F:' F? CJI P1
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l would like to see/hear about other
‘collectives’ problems and experiences in
applying computer technology and effects
on power within collective structures.

. Anarchy and Peace,

Johh;Englart.

If anyone wants to write to John, please
write c/o Black Chip. John has agreed to
distribute Black Chip in Australia, so
the Network spreads ever outwards E

we’d also like to print other comrades
experiences in this area.

1 1, .
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why I would rather have been around at
the time of the Roman Empire
(to be read to the tune of "Riders on the
Storm“ by the Doors).

, by Marcel Vomit

l watch a flock of lifeless shells,
Now that the future sells.
The population flying high
On their own consumer lie.
l see a sea of dampened souls
Striving towards obsessive goals.
What are they working for ?
Don't they know there's nothing more ?

If we turned the words into actions,
The bitter self pity against the state
And if the inhibitions became exhibitions
Then our tomorrow wouldn't be a day late.

I know for myself that I am always mute
when forced to depend on a substitute
To hide the horror we call today;
Concrete death, grey bullet spray.
Technologic autonomatic, synthetic choice
ls the freedom of talking without a voice
where all hope of tomorrow is surely dead
when the only liberty is inside the head.

So if we turned the words into actions,
The bitter self pity against the state
And if the inhibitions became exhibitions
Then our tomorrow wouldn t be a dav late.

Dedicated to Richard A.

It
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The search for non-violent computer

work goes on. Having managed to break
loose from full-time employment with ~a
multinational supporter of the arms race,
where the only way to have any influence
was to lick the boss s boots, l spent
several months enduring the penury of
hardly any income while writing educat-
ional programs and operating a Prestel
database.

The problem of working for myself was
although l could produce the goods, I
couldn't afford to advertise them and
couldn't wait for the public to beat a
path to my door. My main achievement
during that time was to acquire some good
technical skills which have turned out to
be useful.

l am now treading a middle road, doing
contract work for an instrument company.
The rates are quite reasonable and the
payment is prompt. l have achieved a
greater degree of independence by doing
contract work, but still haven't got away
from the arms race. The products I am
working on (frequency response analysers,
signal generators and other sophisticated
stuff) have all sorts of commercial
applications, although the HUD is one of
the main customers. l suppose that if l
sold boot polish the situation would be
the same.  , 

'\\
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However, I was greatly encouraged by
Electronics for Peace, who decided at
their ABM to set up an employment agency
with an emphasis on the social implicat-
ions of electronics and computer work.

There is supposed to be a “skills
shortage" which means that many socially
useful projects must be abandoned because
managers don't know where to find the
right people. Collectively we can do more
than we can as individuals and if company
managers can be shown that ‘there is a
large pool of skilled people who want to
use their skills on socially useful
projects, they might be persuaded to
revive some of their ideas which were
stifled when the arms race took over.

\

' Q-

Now that Electronics for Peace is
taking this initiative, I would like to
hear from anyone who wants to be on the
skills register. If you want a socially
useful, non-military job, send me your
CV.

Hike Gascoigne,

interface Associates, 5,Christchurch
brive, Blackwater, Camberley, Surrey,
GU17 OHA

s to euce

Electronics for Peace is a network of people, .
principally working in the electronics and computing
industries, who are concerned about the military
implications of their profession. It is open to all those
with an interest in electronics or computing.

I

'"’ FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACTI

THE LONDON GROUP OF EfP|S ON THE 1ST EAOH MONTH AT PM

1 2 AT= LONDON NEW TECHNOLOGY NETWORK . 68—lOU ST. PANCRAS WAY (off Camden Road) LONDON NWIT 9ES

w

-.1‘.-

LOUIS BARMAN 89 ACRE ROADKINGSTON UPON THAMES
SURREY KT2 65$

'TELI(H 54ll825

a

TUBEI CAMDEN TOWN BR I ('AMl)EN ROAD
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Living in the brave new world of the micro-computer, " ‘objectively’ can also return against you when your
dazzled by the light of publicity on the triumphs of ,wl}ol__e__\lvo,1;l_<i_ng 1_lfc*_ihS:£r§l<_‘¢f:f1r__}1_1_>,bY oiiyiliidihgefibeh W ,' '
the micro software entrepreneurs, it can be hard to o programmed so-oofores around you_ It is probably " '
eeieh 3 glimpse of The $hed°W'We1'id Of eemmeieiei i impossible to cater for all possibilities in any program,
e01T1Piliihg- _ _ but when it does go wrong, whether after one day or

Behind the hi)/ih Of Seeiif1118 your eh1id’$ fuiuie , three years, it is your own fault. Therefore a program-
with a micro, there may be nothing but the activities l 3 me, oar, be left in an lnwe,-dly oboe,-loin State, 1
of a transient labour-elite, the computer-programmers, oonstantly walling to be ‘found out’ by his or her
whose own industry is now working to replace even pl-og,-ems_
their lobe - Over recent years, the most noticeable thing has

Rather than The image Of the hePPY. Smiling femii)’ been the way in which the programming process has
geiheied Found the Seieeh Of their Ihieie While Dad i been subjected to an increasing number of controls.
lectures them on the significance of some pie-chart, lf it was onoe enough for the firm that 3 one-off
the commercial reality is closer to one of clerkesses Qquantity of programmlng would dispose of e oe,-tel,-1
and word-processor operators isolated in front of their - ' amount of ole,-loal labour for eve,’ this period is flow
incessantly-questioning ‘conversational’ screens. .; . over’ and the programmers are now being eubjeoted

And Whatever the Theieiieei °VeT'5ie-iemenis in the to similar pressures to those placed on the clerks who
above, it is just this reality which we increasingly j they are working to 1-epleoe_ l
occupy, whether as office-workers, C0IT1P11ieT' ' Anything unpredictable was out, structured pro-
Pi'081'eIT11Tle1'$. 01’ $0eifl1'$eell1"iiY ‘ei1ehi$’- - - - - gramming, which would allow people to be inter-

changeable was the way ahead. The day of the bearded-The computer did not enter the world and society as _ . . ’
some kind of neutral scientific advance. Quite apart
from its birth as the child of the military, the

2 weirdos 1n the data-processing department was over.
I Programmers themselves would do nothing to oppose

. . . this, because it appeared in the guise of their own
emphases whlch have been made m the course of Its ? , rationality. How could_the-y object to anything whichdevelopments have had the main ‘rational’ aim of the made it easier for them to understand and amend a
§"’i[‘£g of "i’(bq,?"e removal of the uncertain element program written by some long-departed programmer?in e wor s1 ua ion. . . . . .~ . . . . This process has continued with the I'I'l3]Ol' emphasisThe process began with the introduction of large . ’
batch-based systems for taking over laborious clerical now being placed on development of formal definition

I procedures which could replace programming altogethecalculations (such as payrolls for example): with some alt th h v.n Stems anal SIS. . oge er, per aps even remo 1 g sy y ,
gmmblmg’ the Staff who had prevlously done these  leaving only a computer user specifying the system hethings adapted themselves to preparing input data wants in some formal waybatches and receiving computer printouts in return. In I . th th t th d. ' d didea of To ramminh ’th h b h ft k’ _ron1c en a e 1scare_ p g g
gficffigtfitifiinfiyfgfigingiznfiirszfggal. Eillllifir? ac skill should return, combined with the dregs of pop-
friendly’ systems have intruded into the offices them_ y star culture (courtesy of Virgin Records diversification)

. . .. .. o . in the idea of the games programmer as genius.selves, with the ultimate aim being the (mythical) whatever developments there may be in human_
paperless office with everything reduced to standard-’ , language and logic-based software, the real problemised procedures. Such a system will have no place for presented is that the formalisation of life, even ininformal communication between people. It is instead P ‘ hi h .ddl d k t. . 1 a S a Closure
something like the victory of office protocol, with all 7. era” y'n e win mac .1C‘.3S’ 15.3 VT y t . t.
communication done through ‘the normal channels’. rather than ‘in. ‘."penm.g’ and ‘S mvanab y a res nc Ion
This ideal is ‘rational’ only to the extent that it is seen on any possibility of initiating some other social
as desirable to prevent people from seeing the full activity‘Learning about micros then may give somepicture and using their initiative in any way; in short, , . . ’ ’
it accords with management’s aims. mcrease m self-confidence when faced with those who

mystify with its jargon, some insight into the waysTo judge from the above this would seem to be the w . h. h th. k . mam even (for the. . in w 1c ings wor , some enjoyerfect situation for ro rammers a wa for them to ' . . . . .p p g ’ y ' satisfaction 1n solving a problem, even in some verybecome more and more powerful as the agents "of this limited sphere is not inconsiderable), but would seemformalisation of work. What then is the situation of : = . . .. . . . fth l lichthe programmer 1n a commercial organisation‘? to me to Stcip Short O 6 S0613 Processes In W 1
If one of the main attractions in writing a computer. . . . 1 I A.D.program is that of pitting your own Sl(1llS against your _ F _ g _ I

these techniques evolved and are 1l'lSC1'lb6Cl.

own intentions. this Sense 0f1?1e§_S1~1I‘i11s Yeilreeli _’ MT
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Labour Research Department : Vhbs. Health
and Jobs. LRD. 78, Blackfriars Road,
London, SE1 BHF. Bctober 1985. £1.10.
(ISBN 0 900 508 32 5)

This pamphlet is a firmly trade union
{as opposed to management) orientated
publication. lt contains the most up-to-
date summary of the research into potent-
ialwhealth hazards associated with the
use of VDUs (and keyboards). It is. in

. v

part, based on an analysis of replies to
a questionnaire that the LRD circulated,
and covers 206 workplaces, using 7.000
VDU screens used by 12,000 workers. This
looks a very impressive sample, but tends
towards the better organised iie they’ve
heard of the LRD) workplaces, so how
representative of the estimated 2,000,000
VDU work-stations currently in use is
difficult to say.

The pamphlet covers known and suspected
health hazards (which tend to caused more
by bad work-station design and work
practices); health and safety solutions
(which tend towards arguing for greater
on the job control by workers) and the
impact of the new technologv on jobs
(which confirms trend of overall job loss
but on a smaller scale than originally
feared, together with a surprising
increase in the interest shown in the job
coupled with a less surprising greater
increase in perceived stress levels.

The survey shows the vital importance
of trade union organising. without it
HDTKEFS BYE MDFE Vulfliféfiié ED FEUUDGEEEY

and on the job monitoring, and are less
likely to derive any benefits in terms "
cuts in working hours or increases in
or holidays.

.<

(L1 ..
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l would say that this is the best and
cheapest guioe of its kino, ano certainly
one that anybody who works with Veda
would be well advised to not only ouv but
also to take action with. Even if you
only use a micro at home then there are
still benefits to be gained from follow-
ing the recommendations releting to worl-
station design, in particular seating
{although it is admitted that the oerfect
chair has vet to be invented i)

Richard a.
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Data Protection Act 1985
|

f‘

This act has got to be one of the worst
drafted, ill-conceived, misinformed
pieces of legislation to have been passed
in years. Why this particular act you may
ask (or may not). hell, this particular
act was originalfy intended to prevent
the baddies from keeping data on computer
files about us without us being able to
see or correct it, and was aimed _at
credit agencies and the like. Trouble was
that both the Parliamentary draftspeople
(them that actually write the laws) and
the h.P.s (them that tell the .draughts-
people what they want= written) had no
idea about what this act should actually
cover, and I suspect none actually under-
stood the terminology either. So what
we've been lumbered with is a law which
lets the really big data storers off the
hook (ie the, Bovernment, police, armed
forces, civil service etc etc) and
clobbers everyone who uses even the
smallest home micro (ie this one) to
store data oh living persons (ie you),
forcing me to Register with the State, at
a cost of £22.00, telling them exactly
what l'm keeping on my files. Note that
periodical subscription lists and lists
kept for personal research (ie not for
publication - ie showing to anybody else)
are exempt but'should you be compiling a
bibliography of anarchist pamphlets that
records the names of the writers of those
pamphlets then the state will want its
£22.00 for the privilege, or it’s knock,
knock, big fines and even confiscation
of equipment and files - so that they can
prove you were breaking the law . l am
not amused, I mean-its enough to bring
the whole system of the law into dis-
respect. even make one an anarchist.

Queen Victoria. ‘

P.S. If anyone would like to refute any
of the following or suggest ways round
this registering business, 1 would really
like to hear from them, QUICKLY iilffi

F.E.S. if you think all that above is
daft. spare a thought for all the store-
keeoers who ll have to register'if their
computerised system records "Graham
Eooch's Test Ericket". “Frank Bruno s
Eoking“, "Daley Thompson's Supertest",
not to mention all name-branded goods in
supermarkets, shops everywhere. Crazy iii

I


